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IFRC-SRU update Work in Progress 
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IFRC-SRU update Work in Progress 

 Winterisation:  

 Improved design and materials to winterise the Turkish Red Crescent tent 

 Development of extreme cold climate shelter for Mongolia 

 

 CGI roofing Manual  

 

 Shelter Data Base: Haiti mapping completed 

 

Just concluded: comparative study on several  fixings and cladding materials, 

presented at the cladding and fixing conference 
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 Establishing the reference 

Sdt Family Tent  Sdt Family Tent  + Winterkit 

Sdt Family 
Tent  

Sdt Family Tent + 
Winter kit  
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Comparison heating input & cost 
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Sdt Family Tent  Prefab  Collective Tent  

20KW 
175 USD  

2,5KW 
35 USD  

7,5KW 
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 Cost comparison   

  Sdt Family Tent  Prefab  Collective Tent  

  sdt tent winterkit prefab ferrino ferrino+kit 

annual cons 17341 13838 4642 38151 23524 

kerosene lit 1773 1415 475 3901 2405 

fuel cost 479 382 128 1053 649 

            

total heating 
hours 6056 5907 5439 5944 5751 

heating days 252 246 227 247 239 

            

average 
power 3 2 1 6 5 

max power 8 7 2 18 11 

            

balance cost 
1 year:           

structure 425 425 4800 4756 4756 

winter option   325     2487 

fuel cost 479 382 128 1054 649 

total 904 1132 4928 5810 7892 
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CGI Roofing Manual 

1. Objective: 

To develop a technical resource that can support the Shelter Cluster 

and shelter actors in the field, to give recommendations and make 

informed choices about roofing solutions using of CGI.  
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 Contents of the Manual 

1. Introduction 

2. Materials: 

1.  CGI sheets: specifications, coatings and coating thickness, service life etc. 

2. Supports: Coconut lumber, pine (as reference); basic info for bamboo and 

steel 

3. Fixings: roofing  nails, screws, hurricane straps 

 

3. Material Quality Control: storage, transportation, How to verify the specs., 

Devices to check the quality of galvanized steel  
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1. Effects of wind:  Peak velocity pressure  (in N/m2) in function of  3 wind 

speeds .(tropical storm/Hurricane cat 1, 2/3 and 4)  and 4  exposure situations 

(urban, suburban, rural inland, coalstal) 

 

1. Roof types:  exemplary  wind-load calculations for four typical roof shapes, 

each shape with the four pitches 

 

2. Guiding principles  

3. Maintenance  

4. Annexes: conversion table, cyclone categories, pitch of roof (° and %), results 

case study calculations 

 Contents of the Manual 
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 2. Effects of Wind 

Peak velocity pressure  (in N/m2) in function of  
wind speed and exposure situation 

exposure situations 

windspeed : 
 
Tropical Storm Cat 1: 
<100km/h-150km/h 
 
Tropical Storm/Hurricane 
Cat 2-3(major): 
150km/h-208km/h 
 
Hurricane  Cat 4 (major): 
209km/h-251km/h 
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5. Roof Shapes and Pitches 

a. Roof shapes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Roof pitches 
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6. Case Study calculations 

a. Windoad calculations based on a generic 3x6m shelter with 
 CGI roof 
 45cm eaves  
 Roof structure  45x70mm laths/battens,  
 CGI sheets as of EIC specs (width 914 mm, 11 

corrugations, 76.2 mm between corrugations) 
 Roofing nails: twisted shank, length: 63 m 

 Calculations for four roof shapes, each shape with the four 
pitches, in the four exposure scenarios and for three wind-
speeds. 
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 hipped roof, pitch = 30° 
 Basic wind velocity < 150 km/h (cat.1)  

with peak wind velocity at 208 km/h 
 coastal area exposed to the open sea 
 distance between laths = 0,60 m (2ft) 
  distance between rafters = 1,2 m (4ft) 

 exposure 
situation 
 

Peak velocity 
pressure 
qp (N/m2) 

Corrugated 
galvanized sheet 

Fixings main part Fixings eaves 
overhang / hip / 
ridge 

Type of hurricane 
straps connection 
between lath and rafter 

Type of hurricane straps connection between 
rafter and top plate 

Cat 0 
(coastal 
area) 

1985 Minimum thickness 
= 0,4 mm (30 gauge) 

2 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm) 

5 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm)  

Maximum support 
reaction = 3483 N (781 
lb)  possible choice: 
CS22 

Necessity to reduce the distance between rafters 
(0,60 m)  Maximum vertical support reaction = 
4329 N (971 lb) + Maximum horizontal support 
reaction = 121 N (27 lb)  possible choice: H10A 

Cat II 
(rural) 

1429 Minimum thickness 
= 0,4 mm (30 gauge) 

2 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm) 

4 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm)  

Maximum support 
reaction = 3761 N (844 
lb)  possible choice: 
CS22 

Necessity to reduce the distance between rafters 
(0,90 m)  Maximum vertical support reaction = 
4676 N (1049 lb) + Maximum horizontal support 
reaction = 130 
 N (29 lb)  possible choice: H10A 

Cat III 
(sub-
urban) 

1016 Minimum thickness 
= 0,4 mm (30 gauge) 

1 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm) 

3 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm) 

Maximum support 
reaction = 3566 N (800 
lb)  possible choice: 
CS22 / H6 

Maximum vertical support reaction = 4433 N (994 
lb) + Maximum horizontal support reaction = 124 
N (28 lb)  possible choice: H10A 

Cat IV 
(urban) 

953 Minimum thickness 
= 0,4 mm (30 gauge) 

1 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm) 

3 roofing nails per 
lath per CGS 
(penetration 
length = 45 mm) 

Maximum support 
reaction = 3343 N (750 
lb)  possible choice: 
CS22 / H6 

Maximum vertical support reaction = 4156 N (932 
lb) + Maximum horizontal support reaction = 116 
N (26 lb)  possible choice: H10A 

6. Case Study example 
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Field-Test 

Verify  and  complete the calculations  with complementary field tests of 
different CGI and fixings,  to identify the weakest elements. 
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 “Uplift” resistance 

Objective:    Measure the “uplift” resistance on the main part of the roof, through a model with different CGI and  
 configurations. 

Negative wind pressure (suction) at the 
main part of the roof  

Configurations of the testing models “tables”  (3 tests for each) 

A 

B 

A 

B 

A 

B 

A 

B 

Testing table (Philippines) 
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 7. Guiding Principles 

roof shapes 

Category 0: wind speed ≤ 100 km/h (peak at 150 
km/h) 

Category 1: wind speed ≤ 150 km/h (peak at 209 
km/h) 

Category 3: wind speed ≤ 209 km/h (peak at 250 
km/h) 

5° 15° 30° 45° 5° 15° 30° 45° 5° 15° 30° 45° 

hipped 

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.45 0.6 0.6 0.6 
distance 
laths  

1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.45 0.45 0.4 0.4 distance rafters 

H10A H10A H10A H10A H14 H14 H10A H10A H14 H14 H14 H14 hurricane straps Rafter / top plate 

3 3 3 3 6 6 6 5 11 10 10 10 
# roofing nails for the 
edges/m 

2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 8 7 7 7 replace by  # roofing screws  

                        

gable 

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.45 0.6 0.6 0.6 
distance 
laths  

1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.6 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.4 distance rafters 

2H3/ H10A 2H3/ H10A H10A H10A H14 H10A H14 H10A H14 H10A H14 H14 hurricane straps Rafter / top plate 

3 3 3 3 6 5 5 5 11 8 9 9 
# roofing nails for the 
edges/m 

2 2 2 2 4 3 3 3 7 6 6 6 # roofing screws for the edges/m 

                          

single-pitch 

0.6 0.6     0.6 0.6     0.45       
distance 
laths  

1.2 0.6     0.6 0.4     0.3       distance rafters 

H10A 2H4 NONE NONE H10A 2H4 NONE NONE H10A NONE NONE NONE hurricane straps Rafter / top plate 

4 5     7 8     10       
# roofing nails for the 
edges/m 

3 3     5 5     7       # roofing screws for the edges/m 

 Based on the case study calculations and analysis of the field tests 
derive some basic guiding principles to support decision making on the 
choice of roof shape, and amounts and quality  of materials to use 
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for wind speed ≤ 209 km/h (peak at 250 km/h) 

exposure 
situation pitch 5° 15° 30° 45° 

0 - coastal 
area 

hipped roof   2 4 3 3 

gable roof 2 5 5 4 

single-pitch 1 0 0 0 

gambrel     5     

II - rural area 
with low 

vegetation 

hipped roof   3 3 3 4 

gable roof 3 5 5 5 

single-pitch 1 0 0 0 

gambrel     5     

III - rural area 
protected by 

trees / 
suburban 

area 

hipped roof   4 4 3 3 

gable roof 4 5 5 3 

single-pitch 2 1 0 0 

gambrel     5     

IV - urban 
area 

hipped roof   3 4 4 4 

gable roof 3 5 5 5 

single-pitch 2 1 0 0 

gambrel     5     

 “rating” from  
0 = not feasible/recommendable 
to  
5= best performance/cost ratio of 
the different roof types taking in 
to account the criteria: 

 resistance to wind 

 amount of material needed 

(implication on logistics/cost ) 

 complexity of construction 

(implication on cost & time) 

(Distance between laths and 

rafters, number of nails/screws, 

types of hurricane straps) 

 7. Guiding Principles 
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 Shelter Database 

1/1
8 

Objectives: 

 Methodologically document technical details of implemented 

shelter projects 

 Make available this information as an online resource to 

speed up planning and help deliver a more adapted shelter 

response 

 Analyse the data and identify best practices as well as needs 

for technical improvement. 
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 Shelter Solutions Database 



 Shelter Solutions Database 
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Cladding 

Facade cladding material none; brick; hollow brick; perforated brick; adobe/ sun-dried brick; mud plaster; 

concrete block (solid); hollow concrete block; cement plaster; wattle & daub; 

timber; wood; plywood; fiber cement board/ cement board; bamboo; metal 

sheeting; plastic sheeting (tarpaulin); canvas; textile; woven mat (organic 

material); thatch; straw; corrugated galvanized iron (CGI) sheet; shingle; wood 

shingle; other; 

Thickness of cladding 

material (mm) >0 

Roof covering material 

corrugated galvanized iron (CGI) sheet; insulated metal roofing sheet; 

corrugated bitumen roofing panel; aluminium roofing sheet; plastic sheeting 

(tarpaulin); thatch; leaves; straw; clay tiles; concrete tiles; stone shingle; asphalt 

shingle; wood shingle; asphalt; bamboo; wood; plywood; GPR (fibreglass) 

panel; other 

Thickness of roof 

covering (mm or gauge) >0 

Floor Finish Material 

none; timber; wood; cement plaster; mud plaster; bamboo; ceramic tiles; carpet; 

plastic floor; organic material; other 

Openings 

Number of doors >0 

Doors material 

timber; wood; plywood; bamboo; plastic sheeting; mesh; insect screening mesh; 

fibreglass; leaves; other 

Number of windows >0 

Windows material 

timber; wood; plywood; bamboo; plastic sheeting; insect screening mesh; 

fibreglass; lattice; other 

Number of shutters >0 

Shutters material metal; timber; wood; plywood; bamboo; other 

Insulation 
Insulation system 

none; shading ; insulation of the flooring; insulation on the walls; insulation 

below the roof; other 

Insulation material none; shade net;  insulated corrugated roofing sheeting; organic material; other 
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http://charism.tudor.lu:8080/SheltersManagementWebApp/  

 Shelter Database 

 To start populating the database some 20 Shelters 

implemented in Haiti were mapped according to the 

developed taxonomy 

 Once online any agency can input their shelter projects 

 Ideally the next context to be thoroughly documented is the 

Philippines. 

 

http://charism.tudor.lu:8080/SheltersManagementWebApp/


Cecilia Braedt, Coordinator / cecilia.braedt@croix-rouge.lu 
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Vincent Virgo, Research Officer / vincent.virgo@croix-rouge.lu 
Daniel Ledesma, Research Officer / daniel.ledesma@croix-rouge.lu 
T.: +352.27.55.89.03 
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